The Four Pillars
of Eastbrook Homes
“Always more home for the money.”

“Every homeowner deserves to live within an exceptional neighborhood in a home
of incomparable value. Customers should expect uncompromising quality in their
home and extraordinary service down the road. This is what my team strives to
give our customers each and every day.”
—Mick McGraw, CEO Eastbrook Homes

HISTORY … building the American Dream since 1967.
Since 1967, Eastbrook Homes has been offering home buyers exceptional neighborhoods, inspiring design
choices, incomparable value and award-winning service. Today, we continue our commitment to building
homes with quality materials, outstanding craftsmanship, and attention to detail which results in a home of
extraordinary value.

COMMUNITY … our communities are built with professionalism and pride.
Eastbrook Homes builds more than just
homes. We also construct the superbly planned
neighborhoods in which you and your family
will live, grow, develop friendships and make
memories. Our award-winning communities
inspire pride in our homeowners with amenities
such as well-appointed community centers, pools,
parks, walking trails, stunning entrances and
professionally landscaped common areas.

EXPERTISE … hundreds of years of experience go into every Eastbrook home.
Every Eastbrook home offers dozens of carefully crafted options from which to choose and each is constructed
with the most advanced techniques using the finest trade skills available. Among the benefits of our expertise
are Eastbrook Energy Efficiency
construction practices which significantly reduce annual energy costs for
our homeowners. Perhaps even more importantly, our Eastbrook Warranty ensures quality construction and
exemplifies our commitment to your total satisfaction.

THE EASTBROOK EXPERIENCE … our focus is on your complete satisfaction.
From your very first tour in one of our communities, to the day we hand you the keys to your new home,
your experience with Eastbrook Homes is our primary concern. At the beginning your sales agent will listen
carefully to your needs and assist with your selection of the community and floor plan that best fit those
needs. Your Eastbrook superintendent will manage and inspect the construction process to ensure that
everything meets both our high-quality standards and your expectations. Finally, our preferred lenders will
make certain you have the timely financing you need for your new home.
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